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Sentence Completions 

Unit 1 

1.  The chimpanzee is one of only a few animals that can recognize their own 

___in a mirror. 

(1)  indication (2)  reflection (3)  prediction (4)  intuition 

2.  Frogs have teeth ___ toads do not. 

(1)  since (2)  if (3)  while (4)  once 

3.  One million ___ of Harriet Beecher Stowe's Uncle Tom's Cabin were sold 

within five years of its publication. 

(1)  copies (2)  ships (3)  curtains (4)  daughters 

4.  In 1875, Grace Lockhart became the first woman to ___ from a Canadian 

university. 

(1)  recommend (2)  imitate (3)  pretend (4)  graduate 

5.  Milan, a city with a great operatic ___ , still attracts many of the world's best 

conductors and singers. 

(1)  recall (2)  extension (3)  tradition (4)  review 

6.  Cashew nuts are poisonous when picked; they become ___ only after they 

are roasted. 

(1)  bashful (2)  abrupt (3)  edible (4)  candid 

7.  The Eiffel Tower ___ France's self-image as a great nation after its defeat 

in the Franco-Prussian War. 

(1)  debated (2)  borrowed (3)  restored (4)  escaped 

8.  Surprising ___ in plot are what make detective novels se exciting. 

(1)   wraps (2)  twists (3)  coughs (4)  signs 
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Unit 2 

1.  The Environmental Protection Agency is threatening to ___ sanctions on 

Houston. 

(1)  witness (2)  transfer (3)  deceive (4)  impose 

2.  Much of the water supply in India and Bangladesh has been ___ with 

industrial waste and is not safe to drink. 

(1)  contaminated (2)  perceived (3)  subdued (4)  gratified 

3.  Manatees are ___ creatures, not at all inclined to attack other animals. 

(1)  docile (2)  limber (3)  ample (4)  jagged 

4.  In 1957, Dwight D. Eisenhower became the first U.S. president to ___ in a 

helicopter. 

(1)  turn (2)  fly (3)  pass (4)  hear 

5.  Every four years, thousands of athletes from all over the world ___ in the 

Olympic Games. 

(1)  express (2)  refuse (3)  advise (4)  compete 

6.  In certain countries, companies are required to give their employees a 

lunch ___ of at least thirty minutes. 

(1)  chapter (2)  break (3)  flame (4)  season 

7.  Since 2002, silver has been the most popular ___ for cars. 

(1)  front (2)  stone (3)  tent (4)  color 

8.  A queen bee may lay ___ 3,000 eggs in a single day. 

(1)   as far as (2)  as soon as (3)  as many as (4)  as long as 
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Unit 3 

1.  In his book The Righteous, Martin Gilbert tells of hundreds of non-Jews 

who ___ their lives to save Jews from the Nazis during World War II. 

(1)  charged (2)  risked (3)  favored (4)  scheduled 

2.  Quite early in life, children begin to learn which types of behavior are 

considered socially ___ and which are not. 

(1)  acceptable (2)  literate (3)  random (4)  temporary 

3.  In most ___, extended bed rest does not help back strain but rather makes 

it worse. 

(1)  loads (2)  waves (3)  cases (4)  zones 

4.  ___ nocturnal animals are active during the night, diurnal creatures are 

active during the day. 

(1)  Furthermore (2)  Whereas (3)  Nonetheless (4)  Likewise 

5.  Although Boris Pasternak's work consists almost ___ of poetry and 

translation, it does include one novel, the acclaimed Dr. Zhivago. 

(1)  essentially (2)  impulsively (3)  industriously (4)  exclusively 

6.  Billions of dollars in long-term foreign investment are needed to ___ 

economic growth in Africa. 

(1)  categorize (2)  calculate (3)  stimulate (4)  rationalize 

7.  A team of archeologist has found what it claims are the ___ of Noah's ark 

in the mountains of Iran. 

(1)  disciples (2)  hives (3)  syllables (4)  relics 

8.  
Some people's facial expressions make it easy for others to ___ what they 

are thinking. 

(1)   promise (2)  spend (3)  guess (4)  refuse 
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Unit 4 

1.  ___ metal coins were introduced in China, cowrie shells were used as 

money. 

(1)  Since (2)  If (3)  Wherever (4)  Before 

2.  For many years, the research papers of scientists in Albania were not 

___ read, but today there is increased interest in their work. 

(1)  simply (2)  widely (3)  finally (4)  loosely 

3.  Richard Hoe, an American printer, was the ___ of the rotary printing 

press. 

(1)  governor (2)  translator (3)  invertor (4)  performer 

4.  Despite the high cost of developing new drugs, manufacturing 

pharmaceuticals has become an extremely ___ business. 

(1) admirable (2)  profitable (3) treatable 
(4)  

comparable 

5.  Much of our knowledge about the life spans of animals ___ studies 

conducted in laboratories and zoos. 

(1)  derives from (2)  converts to (3)  engages in (4)  resorts to 

6.  The fastest and safest ___ from India to the Middle East was once via 

the Red Sea. 

(1)  service (2)  order (3)  direction (4)  route 

7.  By the 1850s, the idea that ___ for public libraries should be provided by 

local authorities rather than by private donors had gained acceptance. 

(1)  attributes (2)  funds (3)  ingredients (4)  ruins 

8.  
"Mafia" is the only Sicilian word to have been ___ many of the world's 

languages. 

(1)   dislocated  

  from 

(2)  incorporated 

 into 

(3)  burdened 

 with 

(4)  prohibited 

 by 
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Unit 5 

1.  The information we have about John Bunyan is as limited and unreliable 

as the information we have about his biographer, Christopher Hill, is well-

documented and ___. 

(1)  magical (2)  anxious (3)  precise (4)  modest 

2.  In his day, Charles Darwin caused a great ___ with his controversial 

theory of evolution. 

(1)  promotion (2)  uproar (3)  boundary (4) discipline  

3.  Veterinarians often try to find homes for ___ pets left on their doorsteps. 

(1)  distant (2)  impatient (3)  unwanted (4)  mistaken 

4.  The incidence of skin cancer in Australia has doubled over the past ten 

years, prompting officials to inform people of the ___ of sunbathing. 

(1) escape (2)  dangers (3) certainty (4)  systems 

5.  The ___ of wearing protective headgear while riding a bicycle should not 

be underestimated. 

(1)  importance (2)  feeling (3)  conflict (4)  surprise 

6.  ___ all the interest in alternative fuels, gasoline is not likely to be replaced 

in the near future. 

(1)  In addition to (2)  In spite of (3)  Instead of (4)  Except for 

7.  Most cultures have ___ which mark special occasions such as the birth of 

a baby or a marriage. 

(1)  unions (2)  ceremonies (3)  departments (4)  companions 

8.  
From its location on a mountaintop in the Andes, the statue ___ the city of 

Lima. 

(1)   overlooks (2)  displays (3)  underlies (4)  surrounds 
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Unit 6 

1.  Chile ___ itself on being the most advanced country in Latin America in 

terms of social welfare programs. 

(1)  persuades (2)  provides (3)  prides (4)  permits 

2.  Although certain species of moths lack specialized biological mechanisms 

for surviving in cold weather, they can, __, function in near-freezing 

temperatures. 

(1)  consequently (2)  moreover (3)  respectively (4) nevertheless 

3.  The hills in England known as the South Downs are ___ the abundant 

remains of prehistoric man found there. 

(1)  apparent in (2)  notable for (3)  despised for 
(4)  consistent 

 with 

4.  Aeneas – surpassed in military prowess only by his cousin Hector – played a 

___ role in the Trojans' war against the Greeks. 

(1) gracious (2) prominent (3) desolate (4)  communal 

5.  Global warming appears to have ___ a dramatic decline in the size of the 

plankton population in the Pacific Ocean. 

(1)  triggered (2)  slandered (3)  contaminated (4)  enraged 

6.  Lois Lenski ___ all the pictures for the children's books she wrote. 

(1)  flew (2)  knew (3)  drew (4)  blew 

7.  If the brain does not receive enough oxygen, brain cells begin to die almost 

____. 

(1)  exclusively (2) unfortunately (3)  respectfully (4)  immediately 

8.  
The city of Delft is ___ for the blue and white pottery that has been made 

there for hundreds of years.  

(1)  famous (2)  empty (3)  narrow (4)  dusty 
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